Cinema Film Grain

Featuring authentic 35mm film grain overlays. The only real film grain to be shot on cinema stock. Each stock contains its own unique grain structure, color, and coarseness. This document covers information on each film grain overlay, along with real world composite examples.
A502  Fuji Eterna

Medium Color Grain

**Characteristics:** Medium coarseness with dominant blue tone. Shot on Fuji Eterna stock.

Available for purchase individually, in Cinema Film Grain, and in The Collection.
D172  Fuji Reala

Fine Color Grain

Characteristics: Fine to medium coarseness with dominant red and magenta tones. Shot on Fuji Reala stock.

Available exclusively in Cinema Film Grain and The Collection.
F710 Fujifilm Super F

Course Color Grain

**Characteristics:** Heavy coarseness with dominant yellow and cyan tones. Shot on Fujifilm Super F stock.

Available exclusively in Cinema Film Grain and The Collection.
P220  Ilford Delta

Medium B&W Grain

**Characteristics:** Medium coarseness with balanced highlights and shadows. Shot on Ilford Delta stock.

Available for purchase individually in Cinema Film Grain, and in The Collection.
Characteristics: Heavy coarseness with more detail in the shadows. Shot on Ilford HP5 stock.

Available exclusively in Cinema Film Grain and The Collection.
P935  Ilford XP2

**Fine B&W Grain**

**Characteristics:** Light coarseness with more detail in the highlights. Shot on Ilford XP2 stock.

Available exclusively in Cinema Film Grain and The Collection.
S140 Kodak Eastman
Medium B&W Grain

Characteristics: Medium coarseness with balanced highlights and shadows. Shot on Kodak Eastman Double X stock.

Available exclusively in Cinema Film Grain and The Collection.
S316  Kodak Ektachrome

Course Color Grain

Characteristics: Heavy coarseness with dominant magenta tone. Shot on Kodak Ektachrome stock.

Available exclusively in Cinema Film Grain and The Collection.
S450 Kodak Tri-X

Course B&W Grain

Characteristics: Heavy coarseness with more detail in the shadows. Shot on Kodak Tri-X stock.

Available exclusively in Cinema Film Grain and The Collection.
Characteristics: Heavy coarseness with dominant yellow and blue tones. Shot on Kodak Vision3 stock.

Available for purchase individually, in Cinema Film Grain, and in The Collection.
**V205**  
*Orwo N74*

**Fine B&W Grain**

**Characteristics:** Fine coarseness with balanced highlights and shadows. Shot on Orwo N74 stock.

Available exclusively in Cinema Film Grain and The Collection.
Z185 Rollei Infrared

Course B&W Grain

Characteristics: Heavy coarseness with more detail in the highlights. Shot on Rollei Infrared stock.

Available exclusively in Cinema Film Grain and The Collection.